NEW ROBENS OUTBACK TENTS PROVIDE EVEN MORE OPTIONS FOR OUTBACK LIVING
Award-winning technical tent brand, Robens,
has added four new tents and a windbreak to
its superlative Outback range to offer yet
more choice of eye-catching models that
capture the essence of the back-to-basics
bushcraft approach to life outdoors.
Inspired by the simple wood refuges used to
explore the Scandinavian countryside, the
Yukon Shelter (pictured left) offers a base
that can be taken wherever the adventure
leads. The spacious shelter sleeps four and
has a sewn-in groundsheet, plus mesh inner
door and vents for bug-free living. The useful
porch is protected by a versatile front wall panel that provides huge access, wide views out and the
ability to balance ventilation, privacy and weather protection.
The immensely popular Klondike bell tent family is
joined by the quick-pitching Klondike S (pictured
right) that provides excellent levels of comfort for
up to four people looking for space and headroom
from a technical polycotton tent while minimising
storage and transportation size and weight –
especially beneficial when touring.
The vertical door makes for easy access – especially
in bad weather – and protective eaves run around
the tent to shelter door and walls from rain runoff.
The zip-in groundsheet features a zip to the centre
alloy pole, enabling it to be rolled away to create a safe area in which to use an optional tent stove
and a place for muddy boots. The bell tent features the neat internal Apex Vent Control that can be
easily opened from inside using just two cords neatly channelled along the walls. Optional carpet
and footprint provide extra comfort under foot and protection.
The new Prospector Shanty (pictured left) and
Castle build on the popularity of the Prospector
style ridge tent that captures the spirit of early
American pioneers. Pitching has been simplified
while maintaining the sympathetic combination
of modern technical materials and feature
developments with its retro design. This
ensures today’s pioneer enjoys the best in
comfort and reliability in a slightly smaller
option for simpler pitching and storage. The
two sizes of good-looking tents use HydroTex
Polycotton created for Robens to enhance an
Outback tent’s microclimate by stabilising
temperature fluctuations and eliminating condensation. This is combined with a sturdy steel poles
for stability.

Features include an elasticated stovepipe port for the installation of an optional Robens wood
burning stove that can be safely positioned at the front of the tent thanks to the zip-close flap in the
sewn-in groundsheet. Large mesh windows protected by roof eves and internal curtains aid
ventilation and the two-door front panel can be unzipped and rolled back to open the whole tent to
the outdoors. Options include footprints and an inner for the Castle model to provide extra privacy
and comfort levels.
The 5m three-panel polycotton
Outback Windscreen (pictured left)
complements the Outback range by
providing privacy and side protection
from wind. It stands 140cm high and
features a split pole sleeve that allows
the bottom of the screen to be rolled
up to add a 27cm gap when required
to aid ground-level air flow or
account for ground conditions.
Remove the lower 30cm pole section to reduce the overall height of the windscreen if environment
dictates, or to provide views when sitting.
Outback tipis, bell tents and tents benefit from a superb range of accessories created to enhance the
experience by offering the necessary equipment for an off-the-grid kitchen and cooking over an
open fire.
For further information and prices, plus details of your nearest retailer, visit robens.co.uk
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Editor’s notes
High resolution and web images for use with this press release can be downloaded using the
following link https://bit.ly/3A6LtbP The usual Oase Outdoors ApS copyright applies.
RRP: Klondike S £719.99; Yukon Shelter £719.99; Prospector Shanty £719.99; Prospector Castle
£1,049.99; Outback Windscreen £250
Brand website robens.co.uk
Outback tents robens.de/en-gb/tent-ranges/outback-range-1
Klondike S robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/klondike-s
Yukon Shelter robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/yukon-shelter
Prospector Shanty robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/prospector-shanty
Prospector Castle robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/prospector-castle
Outback Windscreen robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/outback-windscreen
Robens and HydroTex are registered trademarks
Robens continues to test all its tents using its own in-house facilities and, during the tests, register
the maximum (MAX) speed impact a tent was subjected to and the average (AVG) wind speed at
which structural instability occurred. Structural instability may show as the collapse of tent,
returning to shape when the wind drops, or a broken/deformed pole. At no point did Robens

encounter any form of catastrophic failure up to the maximum wind speed and an icon is now used,
including on the Robens website, to show the MAX and AVG figures for each tent. The Wind Test
figures are:
Klondike S MAX 210km/h and AVG 200km/h
Yukon Shelter MAX 200km/h and AVG 175km/h
Prospector Shanty MAX 195km/h and AVG 173km/h
Prospector Castle MAX 175km/h and AVG 169km/h
Outback Windscreen MAX 145km/h and AVG 145km/h
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